
Best Vanilla Custard

Don't let anyone tell you vanilla is boring. While it's certainly commonplace, risking accusations
of being generic, it actually has scientific reasons for popularity. Vanilla custard flavor is the
closest approximation to the earliest food we're introduced to at birth, and its milky white, natural
taste is mutable; ready for any variety of toppings.

As a result, vanilla custard e-juices have a special place in vaper's hearts; a reliable, warm and
often mysterious taste that hides rich, flavorful notes of other toppings that complement its base
well. But with so many claiming to be the real thing, it's hard to know which to choose. That's
why we sampled a wide variety to find the very best vanilla custard vapes.

Killer Kustard by Vapetasia
https://www.misthub.com/collections/all/products/killer-kustard-e-juice-100ml-by-vapetasia

We're wary of any vanilla custard e-juice that claims to be "gourmet", but frankly, we couldn't
have thought of a better description. This vape from Misthub is one of the finest, richest blends
of organic vanilla bean and custard flavoring around, with rich, thick hints of the sweetest
desserts.

Kustard Cookie By Sad Boy Salt
https://www.misthub.com/collections/all/products/custard-cookie-e-liquid-by-sadboy-salt

This vanilla custard vape juice over at Misthub was truly delightful, a sincere attempt to recreate
all the joys of biting into a particularly doughy custard cookie. And it succeeded beyond
expectation, with a full body of vapor infused with the finest in vanilla.

Vanilla Custard by Velvet Cloud
https://www.ejuices.com/products/velvet-cloud-e-liquid-vanilla-custard

The trick to a solid vanilla custard vape juice is its fullness. It's incredibly difficult to recreate
biting into anything sweet and rich when you're dealing with something light as air. But we're not
kidding when we say this mysteriously powerful little e juice from ejuices.com left us feeling full,
and that's not a bad thing.

Toffee Vanilla Custard by Humble Juice Co. Salts
https://www.ejuices.com/products/humble-juice-co-salts-toffee-vanilla-custard

This was a special treat for the morning that left the rest of our day thoroughly pleasant. The rich
vanilla was inviting enough, but it was the blend of caramel and coffee flavor that really made it
a perfect after-breakfast vape. Available at ejuices.com, it's a great way to start the day.

The One Vanilla Custard by Beard Vape
https://www.ejuiceconnect.com/The-One-Vanilla-Custard-Donut-E-liquid-p/the-one-vanilla.htm
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We're always a little skeptical when a flavor claims to mimic that of a rich pastry, but this vanilla
custard e-juice from ejuiceconnect.com was one of the best, most accurate flavors we've come
across. A rich blend of creamy vanilla taste with the fullness of a donut, it went particularly nice
with a cup of coffee.

Banana Custard by OverLoaded
https://www.ejuiceconnect.com/Banana-Custard-by-OverLoaded-120ml-p/overloaded-banana-c
ustard.htm
Vanilla and banana are a special combination, as anyone who's ever had a Banana Split knows.
This flavor from ejuiceconnect.com is a lavish experience, full of that ripe yellow fruit and vanilla
cream. We were reminded of some of the better banana puddings we've tasted.

Killer Kustard Blueberry by Vapetasia
https://vaping.com/killer-kustard-blueberry

Vapetasia is one of the more recent brands that has put out some terrific blends. This flavor
from vaping.com took us by surprise. It was one of the sweetest flavors we've sampled, with all
the richness of a creamy custard over hints of a very tart blueberry.

Original by Johnny Creampuff
https://vaping.com/johnny-creampuff-original-100ml

You'll swear you just walked out of an Italian bakery after vaping this delight from vaping.com.
The rich, vanilla flavor is the most authentic we found, and it went down as smooth and light as
a delicate cream.
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